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Political Parties and Political Shirking Jason DeBacker October 20, 2009 Abstract Using ADA roll call voting scores for the 1947-2006 period, I find that Senator’s shirk in their last term. The degree of shirking is limited by political parties, which constraint the politician in his last term.
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Introduction



If politicians intrinsically value policy, there exists the incentive for politicians to deviate from their constituents’ interests. Voters are especially susceptible to this when the politician no longer has to face the threat of losing an election, either because of term limits or retirement. Two political institutions exist that might mitigate this problem: 1) elections (and the candidate selection process in general) which select for politicians whose interests align with the voters’ and 2) political parties who act as a commitment mechanism. This paper adds to the literature on political shirking by analyzing the voting patterns of Senators as they near retirement. Using a large panel of roll call voting scores, I provide detailed evidence on Senator behavior when Senators are not constrained by reelection concerns. The analysis reveals the roles both selection effects and parties play in mitigating political shirking. Using roll call voting data from 1947-2006, I find the weight a Senator places on his party and his own ideology increases in the senator’s last term in office as compared to other terms. At the same time, the weight a senator places on the interests of all voters and the weight he places on his support constituency drop. In the last term preceding retirement the weight on overall state voters falls from 11% to zero and the weight on the senator’s support constituency falls from 23.5% to 14%. The Senators’ weights on their own ideology rises from 52% to 58% and their weight on the party line rises from 12.9% to 28.8%. This is strong evidence that parties provide some incentive for the politician to not deviate from his voting record in his last term. 1



Previous studies have come to conflicting conclusions about the extent and nature political shirking. Bender and Lott (1996) summarizes much of this literature, ultimately concluding that evidence can only show that congressmen unbound by reelection incentives only alter their voting patterns by increasing absenteeism from roll call votes and not the way in which they vote. Still, some studies do find political shirking in the last period (for example, Carey (1994)) and for patterns of voting changing as elections are closer or further away (for example Levitt (1996) and Figlio (2000)), suggesting political agency problems are important. By using a large dataset of roll call voting scores and a model that allows me to identify weight a Senator places on the several constituencies that affect his voting decision, I am able to more precisely estimate changes in voting patterns than previous work. Furthermore, I am able to distinguish between selection and commitment mechanisms in the last period. The results provide further evidence on the role of political parties as commitment mechanism, an idea that has had broad theoretical support, but little empirical backing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights prior work on political shirking, Section 3 describes the model, and Section 4 presents the data used to estimate the model. Section 5 presents the results and Section 6 concludes and discusses further research.



2 2.1



Shirking in a Congressman’s Last Term Evidence



Evidence of political shirking is surprisingly mixed. Although the literature agrees on the use of roll call voting scores to measure shirking, researchers have found evidence supporting and rejecting systematic deviations in voting behavior in the last term. Lott (1987), Dougan and Munger (1989), Lott and Reed (1989), and Bender and Lott (1996) all find little evidence of changes in a politicians ideological position in the last term. That is, these studies find that a congressman’s roll call voting score changes very little in his last term. Shirking does occur, but it is in the form of leisure consumption and not the expression of ideological preferences that are contrary to the voters (see, for example, Lott (1987), Lott (1990), and Bender and Lott (1996)). On the other hand, Figlio (1995) finds that congressmen vote both less frequently and systematically differently after announcing retirement. Carey (1994) finds evidence that congressmen shirk the interests of their constituents in their last term 2



before pursuing statewide office. Zupan (1990) also provided evidence of systematic deviations in voting patterns in a congressman’s last term. Both those finding evidence of shirking and those who have not are in agreement that political shirking is a theoretical problem. The two prominent explanations for why this theoretical problem is not an empirical one are selection effects and commitment mechanisms.



2.2



Selection Effects



If voters were able to select candidates who ideology exactly align with their own, shirking would not be a problem. Politicians would vote their own preferred positions and these would exactly align with the voters. That elections are very good sorting devices is supported by many of those who find little evidence of shirking, including Dougan and Munger (1989) and Lott and Reed (1989). In fact, the evidence of absenteeism in the last term presented in Lott (1990), and elsewhere, goes a long way in supporting the role of selection effects. Shirking occurs, but shows up only in the form of the consumption of more leisure because ideology constraints the congressman’s voting record. Bronars and John R. Lott (1997) show that such selection effects explain the relationship between campaign contributions from interest group and congressional voting patterns.



2.3



Commitment Mechanisms



While selection effects may result in congressman whose voting patterns are constrained by their own ideology, shirking may also be affected by external forces as well. In a model of law enforcement corruption, Becker and Stigler (1974) proposed that a pension system for law enforcement officers would limit malfeasance a officers neared retirement. Post-career rewards would keep officers in line. In a similar vein, Barro (1973)proposes that political parties can act to provide something like a pension system for the prevention of political shirking as congressmen near retirement. Models of political parties acting as a commitment mechanism have been explored in economic theory in several contexts. In a static setting, Levy (2004) describes a model where political parties can increase the space of policies to which politicians can commit. Alesina (1988) models parties in dynamic setting, with parties providing the ability to maintain a transfer system like that described by Barro (1973). As pointed out by Carey (1994), selection effects cannot perfectly account for an absence of shirking in the last period. Those who make it to retirement are those 3



for which the opportunity costs of aligning with the constituency are lowest; these congressmen who make it to retirement may still have an incentive to shirk in the last period. Besley and Case (1995) find evidence of shirking by state governors who are term limited. Although they do not empirically evaluate the claim, they suggest that political capital may keep shirking at bay. Parties, they contend, might be able to influence lame duck governors either through future options or party loyalty. Empirical evidence for the role of parties as a commitment mechanism has been scarce in comparison to that for selection effects. Carey (1994) finds that retiring congressmen more away from their constituents interests and towards those of the party when running for statewide office following retirement from the House. Lott (1990) finds that shirking in the form of absenteeism disappears if a congressman’s child has a political career and the congressman seeks another political office or enters lobbying after retirement from his seat. The results below add to this empirical support for the role of parties as a mechanism to prevent shirking.
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The Senator’s Voting Decision



In order to understand how Senators vote and test hypotheses with voting data, one must have a model of Senators’ voting decisions. Following Levitt (1996), I specify a utility function for Senators that accounts for the Senators’ own preferences over policy and preferences of two groups of voters and preferences of political parties. The two groups of voters are the Senator’s support constituency, the voters in the Senator’s state. The support constituency are voters of the state who identify with the same party as the senator. Allowing the Senator’s utility function to depend on these groups generalizes several theoretical models of politics, including the workhorse median voter model and the models of Fenno (1978) and Peltzman (1984) who highlight the role of the support constituency. Specifically, Senator’s wish to minimize the distance from their own ideological bliss point and the bliss point of the three groups. This function is given in Equation 3.1. Uit = −[α(Vit − Sit )2 + β(Vit − Cit )2 + γ(Vit − Pit )2 + (1 − α − β − γ)(Vit − Zi )2 ] (3.1) Where Uit is the utility of Senator i utility in year t and Vit is the voting profile of senator i in year t. Sit is the bliss point of voters from state i in year t, Cit is the bliss point of the senator’s support constituency in state i in year t, and Pit is the 4



bliss point of Senator i’s party in year t. Zi is the ideological bliss point of senator i. Each senator’s ideological bliss point is assumed constant over time, thus the absence of a t subscript on this variable. Since utility functions are identical under an affine transformation, if all the terms are measured in the same units, one can impose the restriction that the coefficient sum to one, without loss of generality Maximizing this function with respect to the senator’s voting records we get the following necessary condition: Vit∗ = αSit + βCit + γPit + (1 − α − β − γ)Zi



(3.2)



Equation 3.2 can be estimated by using a fixed effect for each senator to identify his unobserved ideology and the weight he placed on his own ideology and that of the three constituencies. Thus I estimate the following equation: Vit∗ = αSit + βCit + γPit + [(1 − α − β − γ)Zi ] ∗ Iit



(3.3)



Where Iit is a dummy variable for senator i. This specification of the senator’s utility function allows one to estimate the unobserved ideology of a senator (provided all the variables are measured in the same units). Additionally, the specification presented provides one with an easy interpretation of the estimated parameters. α, β, and γ can be interpreted as the percentage weight the senator places on the state voters, his support constituency, and his party, respectively. To identify how Senator’s shirk, I will allow the coefficients, α, β, and γ, to change over the Senators’ time in office.1 The restriction that all the variables be measured in the same units greatly influences the data used, which I discuss next. Although such a model could be applied to a high-dimensional policy space, I focus on the single-dimensional liberal-conservative space. Poole and Rosenthal (1997) find positioning in this one dimensional space accounts for most of the variation in roll call voting, with the percentage of the variation explained increasing in recent decades. The policy space I consider also influences the choice of data.
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Data



To estimate the model, I use the American’s for Democratic Action (ADA) roll call voting scores. The ADA calculates an annual rating for each member of Congress 1



While I allow the weight places on one’s own ideology to change, I restrict a Senator’s ideological bliss point to be constant over his career.
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based on his or her voting record over the course of the year.2 The scores range from 0 to 100, with a score of 100 meaning that the Congressman voted in the direction of the ADA on each of the 20 issues chosen by the ADA in that year. Poole and Rosenthal’s Nominate data, which also rates Congressmen on a one-dimensional liberal conservative spectrum, is more popular for academic research, while the ADA scores are more popular in the popular press. Still, the ADA scores have several advantages. First, they are calculated each year, as opposed to only once per congress. Second, they have a clear definition; the ADA scores represent the Congressman’s place on the liberal-conservative spectrum as identified by the ADA. And finally, researchers have made ADA scores comparable across time and across chambers.3 Because both chambers face different roll call votes and the issues are not the same each year, the nominal ADA score might fluctuate over time, even though the placement of the congressmen on the liberal-conservative spectrum does not change. In order to make the scores consistent over time and across chambers, Groseclose and Steven D. Levitt (1999) (GLS) construct adjusted ADA scores. The process of adjusting the nominal ADA scores across chambers and years is analogous to the conversion of Celsius to Fahrenheit. The nominal scores are shifted and stretched across years and chambers to make adjusted scores that are directly comparable across time and between chambers. More recently, Anderson and Habel (2008) have calculated the adjusted scores for then entire 1947-2007 period. Having scores that are comparable across time and across chambers is necessary to identify the model I propose in the previous section. Without the bliss points of the Senators, voters, support constituencies, and parties measured in the same units, I cannot estimate the weights Senators place on each. And while one can not directly observe this bliss points of these groups, the ADA scores provide proxies that are in the same units as the Senators’ ideologies. The proxies, proposed by Levitt (1996), are as follows: The bliss point of the Senator’s support constituency is measured as the mean ADA score of all House members from the Senator’s state and party. The overall preferences of the voter’s in the Senator’s state are proxied for by the mean ADA score of the House members from the Senator’s state. The bliss point of the party is calculated in two ways; as the mean ADA score of all members of 2



Note that some Congressman are not scored in some years if he or she did not participate in a number of the votes that year. The cutoff for being included or excluded varies by year. 3 Nominate data that is comparable across time or across chamber’s is available. However, in the process of making the scores comparable, limitations about how each Congressman’s ideology evolved were places on the data. See Kenneth Poole’s website http: voteview.com for more details.
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the Senator’s party and as the mean ADA score of the party leadership.4 While the party leadership might better represent the preferences of the party, the leadership is typically made up of the most senior Senators and may leaded to biased estimates. In particular, one might be concerned that the changes in voting patterns as a Senator nears retirement is due to his more likely being a member of the leadership. The empirical evidence for such a bias in this proxy is weak and discussed in the next section. Still, it is important for comparative purposed to consider both measures of the party line. Note that because the congressmen whose scores are used in making the proxies are maximizing a utility function like that of the senators, the proxies will move less than the actual movement in voter or party preferences. This is true in general. If House members put all their weight on state voters, then there would be a one for one movement in the House members voting score for a change in state voter preferences. If this were true, though, one would see no response in House members’ voting patterns to changes in the preferences of the party line or their support constituency. Thus one must be careful in taking into account the attenuation of voter and party preferences that occurs through the use of these proxies. Since a movement in the true preferences results in a less than one for one movement in the proxy, the proxies are more stable than the true preferences. Because the proxies are more stable than the preferences they intend to measure, the resulting weights on state voters, the support constituency, and the party line will be biased upwards. The data Anderson and Habel (2008) provide contains 5912 adjusted ADA scores for 478 senators over the 1947-2006 period. From this, I drop Senators who have serve less than six years because the fixed effect for these Senators is much less precisely estimated. I also delete Senators whose state has a House delegation of less than four members in order to avoid small sample bias in the creation of the voter preferences proxy. Finally, I delete Senators for whom I cannot construct a support constituency proxy because their state has a House delegation with no members of their own party. This leaves me with 3735 observation of 264 Senators. Table 1 presents summary statistics for the senators’ adjusted ADA score and the proxy variables for the period 1947-2006. The first three rows show the mean of the adjusted ADA scores for all senators and then separately for senators of each party. It is apparent that there is considerable overlap of the scores across party lines. 4



The party leadership is defined as the President Pro Tempore, the floor leader, the party whip, the chairman and secretary of the conference committee, and the chairman of the Republican policy committee.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for ADA Scores and Proxies Adjusted ADA Score All Senators Democrats Republicans House Delegations (state means) Support Constituency Democrats Republicans Leaders Democrats Republicans



Mean 38.70376 54.25802 17.20754 39.57335



Std. Dev. 31.77318 28.35024 22.30904 18.02511



Min -31.1 -31.1 -24.65 -8.855



Max 118.31 118.31 107.77 93.763



57.49727 14.05036



25.39641 13.04457



-10.70875 -10.56111



99.105 88



57.04995 8.495279



14.34031 7.004346



15.365 -2.391667



79.9 29.186



Indeed, -31.1 is the most conservative score in the sample and is held by a Democrat. However, the Republicans are clearly more conservative than the Democrats, with a mean score that is more than 37 points lower. I also present statistics for the support constituency and the party line proxies. Both measures of the party line show a wide margin between Republicans and Democrats, especially for the party leaders. Republican party leaders appear more conservative than Republican senators, with a mean adjusted score of 8.49 compared to 17.20 for Republican senators overall. Similarly, Democrat party leaders are more liberal, with a score of 57.04 compared to 54.25 for all Democratic senators. Using the the Congressional Biographical Database from the ICPSR and the Senate Membership data of Stewart and Woon (2006), I construct data on the length of service and exit from office. These data are then merged with the ADA data described above. Re-election rates for Senators are high, over 80%. Most Senator’s leave office through retirement or death. In the 1947-2006 period, 46.7% of Senator’s exit voluntarily (retire or resign from office), 10.1% die, and 43.2% lose a bid for re-election. The longer sample of adjusted ADA scores provided by Anderson and Habel (2008) allows one enough observations (100 Senators in my sample) to precisely estimate how the voting patterns of Senator’s change when they no longer face an election.
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Results How Senators Vote: 1947-2006



It’s helpful to understand how Senators vote before discussing how the voting patterns of Senator’s change as they near retirement. Table 2 presents the results of estimating the model under four different specifications. These specifications vary in which proxy 8



Table 2: Estimated Weights in Senator Decision Function Weight on: Support Constituency



Model 1 0.237*** (0.028)



State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology Year Dummies Party Proxy R-Squared N a b c



(0.021) 0.124** (0.039) 0.556*** (0.037) no members 0.957 3735



Model 2 0.229*** (0.025) 0.083*** (0.021) 0.150*** (0.021) 0.535*** (0.029) no leaders 0.958 3735



Model 3 0.201*** 0.086*** (0.025) 0.208*** (0.042) 0.474*** (0.041) yes members 0.957 3735



Model 4 0.193*** (0.029 0.117*** (0.024) 0.250*** (0.029) 0.438*** (0.034) yes leaders 0.958 3735



(0.026) ) 0.119***



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators.



is used for the party line and whether or not year fixed effects are included. All specifications are able to explain a great deal of the variation in the voting records of Senators. The weight Senators place on the support constituency and the overall state voter’s preferences are quite stable across specifications. A Senator’s support constituency receives a weight between 19.3% and 23.7%. The preferences of all the state’s voters receive a weight between 8.3% and 11.9%. The senator’s own ideology receives the most weight of any of the separate constituencies in the model, ranging between 43.8% and 55.6%. The party line has the third highest weight, after the Senator’s own ideology and the support constituency. Senator’s give the party line a weight of 12.4% to 25%, depending on the specification. The overall preferences of the voters in the Senator’s state get the least weight. These results suggest little role for the median voter in determining a senator’s voting patterns. The senator’s own preferences and party politics seem to dominate.



5.2



Voting in the Last Term



During a Senator’s last term, he no longer need consider how is voting record is viewed by voters. Senators who know they are going to leave office face a strong incentive to vote for their most preferred policies. Tables 3 compares the voting record of Senators in their last term before retirement as compared to previous terms. The results are only for the Model 1 presented in Table 2 (the OLS model with no year dummies and the party membership as the party proxy). The results of the other
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models are available in the Appendix. The results of all the models and qualitatively and quantitatively very similar. I differentiate between the first term and later terms because in the first term, the Senator is most vulnerable to losing re-election and so may vote accordingly; placing high weight on voter preferences. Later terms are defined as those that are not the Senator’s first term, but are not the last term prior to a voluntary exit. The column on the far right presents the p-value of a test that the weights in the last term before retirement and later terms. Table 3: Senator’s Decision Weights by Term Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c



First Term (1) 0.235*** (0.031) 0.114*** (0.025) 0.129** (0.043) 0.522*** (0.039)



Later Terms (2) 0.225*** (0.030) 0.115*** (0.023) 0.121** (0.043) 0.539*** (0.038)



Term Prior to Retire (3) 0.140** (0.049) -0.011 (0.033) 0.288*** (0.057) 0.583*** (0.039)



P (1)=(3) 0.058 0.001 0.001 0.011



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators.



The decision weights change very little between the Senators’ first term and later terms. Such a pattern is consistent with the flat relationship between tenure in the Senate and re-election rates cited by Gowrisankaran, Mitchell and Moro (2008), among others. Because Senators are equally likely to lose an election following their first term as they are to lose an election following later terms, their voting patterns change very little. One does see a large change in the decision weights in a Senator’s last term prior to retirement as compared to other terms. Indeed, the weight placed on the preferences of the two groups representing voters drop considerably. The weight on the support constituency decreases from 22.5% in later terms to 14% in the Senator’s last term. The weight o the overall preferences of voters falls from 11.5% to zero. If a Senator cared only about winning elections and satisfying his own ideological beliefs, the lower weight place on the interests of voters would correlate with more weight being placed on the Senator’s own ideology. This is confirmed in these data, with the weight on the Senator’s ideology increasing from 53.9% to 58.3%. But this increase does not account for the whole drop in the weight Senators place on voters. The difference is found in the weight a Senator places on the party line. The 10



decision weight on the party line moves from 12.1% in later terms to 28.8% in the term preceding retirement. All of these changes are significantly different from zero at standard levels. To further understand the changes in Senators’ decision rules as they near retirement, I estimate the weights at as Senators near retirement. Table 4 documents the results.5 As a Senator nears retirement, even within his last term, he places less weight on the voters and the support constituency and more on the party line and his own ideology. Except for the weight on ideology, these changes are monotonic as the Senator approaches retirement. In his last year before retirement, a Senator places 32.9% weight on the party line, 12% on the support constituency, and a number insignificantly different from zero on the preferences of overall state voters. Four to six years from retirement, these same weights are 16.2%, 21.6%, and 2.7%, respectively. Table 4: Senator’s Decision Weights by Years Until Retirement Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c



7+ to Retire (1) 0.234*** (0.028) 0.111*** (0.022) 0.104** (0.040) 0.551*** (0.038)



4-6 to Retire (2) 0.216*** (0.059) 0.027 (0.035) 0.162* (0.067) 0.594*** (0.039)



2-3 to Retire (3) 0.123 (0.069) 0.014 (0.050) 0.285*** (0.073) 0.579*** (0.041)



1 Year to Retire (4) 0.12 (0.073) -0.068 (0.051) 0.329*** (0.075) 0.619*** (0.043)



P (2)=(4)



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators.
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Discussion



The results provide strong evidence that political parties have a strong influence over the voting patterns of Senators. In comparing the voting patterns of senators in their last term to prior terms, we see significantly more weight put on the party line in the last term. The pattern is also clear within this last term, with the year just prior to retirement exhibiting the highest weight on party preferences. It is important to discuss why this is evidence as parties providing a role in solving time consistency problems and especially. 5



As in Table 3, the results here are for Model 1. Results for the other specifications are similar and reported in the Appendix.
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0.219 0.075 0.035 0.409



A prominent role for parties is the candidate selection process (CITES?). Both the nomination process and primary elections serve to select candidates whose interest align with those of the party. Bronars and John R. Lott (1997) find that these selection effects are important for explaining voting patterns. Uncovering the voting patterns of Senators in their last term allows me to identify just how important the role of parties as a commitment device is relative to parties as a sorting mechanism. The sorting process suggests that Senators are generally in strong agreement with the party line. If this is the case, one would find a large weight placed on the party line throughout a Senators career in office. However, such a theory could not account for the large shift in the weight placed on party preferences in the last term (and in the last years of that term, especially). The effect of parties acting as a sorting mechanism may result in senators with ideologies closer to those of the party, but not in the deviation in the voting records in the last term. Two proxies are used for the party line. On is the voting record of party membership and the second is the voting record of the party leadership. Although the party leadership may better represent the true party line, it is likely that the party leadership is made up of more senior members who are closer to retirement. Because of this, using the voting record of the leadership as the proxy for the party line may result in a bias of the estimated weight placed on the party line. For example, if all candidates place more weight on their own ideology in their last term (as one might expect without any party discipline), then the fact that most Senators nearing retirement are also party of the party leadership, may result in one finding more weight placed on the party line by those about to retire. However, both proxies display the same relationship between retirement and voting patterns. The party proxy may be endogenous because of common shocks affecting all party members. Since the weight on the party line is intended to capture the extent to which other party member affect a Senator’s vote, this measure should exclude transitory shocks that move the party and the Senator’s voting record together such as a votes in a particular set of issues in a given year. Such transitory shocks would bias upwards the measure of the weight places on the party line. One-year and two-year lagged values of the party line proxies are used as instruments. As expected, the weight on the party proxy drop’s in the instrumental variables models, however, the choice of proxy does not result in significant differences between the two models. The smaller number of observations in the IV models is due to needing lagged ADA scores and thus 1947 and 1948 are dropped.
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Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Research



This extension to Levitt’s paper has shown that political shirking does exist, and that, at least for senators, those whose interests are shirked are not the politician’s party, but the voters’. Indeed, the weight placed on the party line increases in a senator’s last term. These voting patterns are evidence of strong national parties playing a role in preventing a politician from shirking. This is due to to the ability of parties to act as a commitment technology (i.e. they provided a means of making platforms that are not perfectly in line with the politicians ideology credible). The effect of parties acting as a sorting mechanism (i.e. they put up for election only the candidates they have found will agree with them) may result in senators with ideologies closer to those of the party, but can not account for the deviation in the voting records in the last term. This evidence is suggestive of parties acting as an important institution in solving time consistency problems in government. To better understand the role of parties in solving time consistency problems, several directions for future research present themselves. One is to gather better data on the post-electoral office careers of politicians. An example of this is the post-congressional career data gathered by Merlo and Daniel Diermeier (2005). An implication of the parties as a commitment device model is that those who support the party line are doing so because their are benefits the party can offer after the threat of re-election is gone. Looking at the relationship between voting records or policy outcomes and post-electoral office careers could be enlightening regarding this relationship between parties and there members. A second test of the hypothesis is to see if ”strong” parties have a relative advantage when time consistency problems are exacerbated. For example, do term limits differentially affect candidates from major parties and third parties? One would presume that strong parties have a more developed system of rewards and punishments to keep candidates in line and also value the future more (since their is likely to remain competitive for a longer period of time). The results of this paper should highlight the role of parties keeping politicians in check when another election is not able to do so. While more research is needed, this is a promising avenue for the “why parties?” literature.
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Appendix A-1



Other Models Table A.1: Senator’s Decision Weights by Term, Model 2



Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



First Term (1) 0.229*** (0.030) 0.121*** (0.025) 0.133*** (0.026) 0.517*** (0.031)



Later Terms (2) 0.221*** (0.027) 0.114*** (0.022) 0.132*** (0.024) 0.533*** (0.030)



Term Prior to Retire (3) 0.104* (0.048) 0.017 (0.033) 0.330*** (0.043 0.549*** (0.032)



P (1)=(3) 0.011 0.002 0.000 0.346



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party leadership, no year dummies included in estimation.



Table A.2: Senator’s Decision Weights by Term, Model 3 Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



First Term (1) 0.210*** (0.033) 0.141*** (0.028) 0.195*** (0.045) 0.454*** (0.044)



Later Terms (2) 0.190*** (0.032) 0.144*** (0.027) 0.194*** (0.046) 0.471*** (0.043)



Term Prior to Retire (3) 0.098 (0.050) 0.022 (0.037) 0.362*** (0.058) 0.518*** (0.044)



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party membership, year dummies are included in estimation.



Model 4
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P (1)=(3) 0.038 0.001 0.001 0.008



Table A.3: Senator’s Decision Weights by Term Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



First Term (1) 0.203*** (0.031) 0.153*** (0.028) 0.225*** (0.032) 0.419*** (0.036)



Later Terms (2) 0.180*** (0.029) 0.143*** (0.026) 0.238*** (0.031) 0.439*** (0.035)



Term Prior to Retire (3) 0.05 (0.049) 0.053 (0.037) 0.435*** (0.046) 0.462*** (0.037)



P (1)=(3) 0.005 0.005 0.000 0.216



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party leadership, year dummies are included in estimation.



Table A.4: Senator’s Decision Weights by Years Until Retirement, Model 2 Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



7+ to Retire (1) 0.227*** (0.026) 0.113*** (0.022) 0.129*** (0.021) 0.531*** (0.030)



4-6 to Retire (2) 0.181*** (0.052) 0.039 (0.034) 0.221*** (0.048) 0.559*** (0.033)



2-3 to Retire (3) 0.057 (0.078) 0.049 (0.049) 0.370*** (0.07) 0.524*** (0.037)



1 Year to Retire (4) 0.052 (0.067) -0.024 (0.053) 0.399*** (0.056) 0.574*** (0.039)



P (2)=(4) 0.078 0.242 0.006 0.641



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party leadership, no year dummies included in estimation.



Table A.5: Senator’s Decision Weights by Years Until Retirement, Model 3 Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



7+ to Retire (1) 0.203*** (0.03 0.142*** (0.025) 0.182*** (0.042) 0.474*** (0.042)



4-6 to Retire (2) 0.166** (0.058) 0.057 (0.038) 0.255*** (0.068) 0.522*** (0.044)



2-3 to Retire (3) 0.071 (0.070) 0.05 (0.053) 0.377*** (0.074) 0.501*** (0.046)



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party membership, year dummies are included in estimation.
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1 Year to Retire (4) 0.071 (0.074) -0.019 (0.055) 0.411*** (0.076) 0.537*** (0.049)



P (2)=(4) 0.227 0.168 0.047 0.620



Table A.6: Senator’s Decision Weights by Years Until Retirement, Model 4 Weight on: Support Constituency State Voter Preferences Party Line Senator Ideology a b c d



7+ to Retire (1) 0.195*** (0.027) 0.144*** (0.025) 0.224*** (0.029) 0.437*** (0.034)



4-6 to Retire (2) 0.127* (0.052) 0.069 (0.037) 0.333*** (0.051) 0.470*** (0.038)



2-3 to Retire (3) 0 (0.080) 0.09 (0.052) 0.479*** (0.073) 0.431*** (0.041)



*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Standard errors in parentheses below parameter estimates. Estimation allows for heteroskedasticity in errors across Senators. Party proxy is the party leadership, year dummies are included in estimation.
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1 Year to Retire (4) 0.011 (0.071) 0.027 (0.057) 0.486*** (0.060) 0.477*** (0.044)



P (2)=(4) 0.129 0.449 0.023 0.844
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